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This Drone Coin Policy is entered into between you (herein referred to 

as “you” or “your”) and Drone Coin operators (as defined below). By 

accessing, downloading, clicking, or using “I agree” to accept any 

Drone Coin Services (as described below) provided by Drone Coin (as 

defined below), you agree that you have read, understood, and 

accepted our Privacy Policy at https://dronecoins.com/terms as well 

as all the terms and conditions specified in these Terms of Use (herein 

referred to as “these Terms”). In addition, while using some Services 

features, you may be subject to specific additional terms and 

conditions applicable to those features.

Disclaimer

This document is a whitepaper of Drone Coin, designed to show the 

current status and brief about Drone coin, its application, and how it 

works in the technological advancement of virtual money.

The main motive of this document is to make the user more 

knowledgeable and less ignorant about the functionalities of Drone 

coins.

This document possesses only essential and crucial information, and 

future forethought may differ from the current scenario.

The Company possesses all rights to make any changes without prior 

notice or retract any rule without the user’s permission.
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1. Introduction about crypto assets

A Crypto Assets is a form of virtual currency that can be 
exchanged on the internet which does not involve any central 
monetary authority such as a government or bank. Crypto 
assets use cryptography to secure transactions and control the 
creation of new units. The underlying technology uses 
blockchain, an open ledger that records transactions in 
chronological order and prevents unmannerly transaction 
orders. The blockchain is a decentralized and distributed digital 
ledger that records transactions across many computers. The 
registered transactions cannot be altered retroactively without 
the alteration of all subsequent blocks and the collusion of the 
network. It allows the participants to verify and audit 
transactions frugally. Using a blockchain removes the 
characteristic of infinite reproducibility from a digital asset. It 
confirms that each unit of value was transferred only once, 
solving the long-standing double spending problem. 
Blockchains have been described as a value-exchange 
protocol. This blockchain-based value exchange can be 
completed more quickly, safely, and cheaply than traditional 
systems.

According to a data survey, the average daily trading volume of 
the entire derivatives market for the quarter of 2021 was $23.3 
billion, which is 274% of the previous year. At the same time, the 
highest daily trading volume was $62.5 billion. Crypto assets 
trading involves buying and selling the underlying coins via an 
exchange. A crypto exchange is a platform that allows customers 
to trade crypto assets or digital crypto assets for other assets, 
such as conventional fiat money or other digital currency, 
through peer-to-peer transactions.
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2. About Drone coin

At Drone coin, we are a proficient team of crypto assets 
enthusiasts committed to becoming the top crypto asset in the 
market by providing constant use of our coin to our traders to 
meet some of their actual demands. Our crypto asset, Drone, 
deals with all types of crypto trading. Crypto trading works on 
smart contracts, broadening its use in various sectors like 
shopping, holiday packages, AI (artificial intelligence), etc. We’re 
aiming to build a network of traders with one goal in mind–to 
provide them with the best crypto asset for trading that is 
available.

We aim to give them a financial asset to grow as traders and 
offer them a medium to easily convert their fiat currency into 
crypto asset. We greatly believe in supply and price relation 
because less circulation of coins could lead to a good return in 
less time than usual. We believe in transparency with the 
investors and traders to grow and be prosperous and believe us, 
the drone coin is the future coin of the crypto assets world.
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3.Vision and Mission of the Drone coin community

Our vision is to lead a decentralized future where the value of 
information is not controlled by large organizations but shared 
by all. Therefore, we have developed a token that is designed to 
boost the exchange of goods and services, promote information 
sharing, and allow users to be rewarded for participating in our 
platform and giving them direct or indirect satisfactory returns 
or rewards on their investments as ultimately they are the part of 
company’s growth.

Vision

Our Mission is to proffer unique products that should fulfill all 
financial expectations of the investors and lead them to risk-free 
financial stability and provide a safe and secure way to trade 
and together help in self’s and company’s growth. Giving them 
directly or indirectly satisfactory returns or rewards as ultimately 
they are part of the company’s growth.

Mission
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4. Roadmap

The journey of Drone coin started when a few crypto assets 
enthusiasts gathered and decided to overcome the existing 
crypto assets and blockchain problems. We believe that 
decentralization is the key to our future, and we must empower 
people with all the freedom they deserve. The current status of 
the crypto asset market is a mixture of euphoria and skepticism; 
many projects are becoming more affluent, but most investors 
are worried about their security, liquidity and transparency. 
Hence, the Drone coin, which beliefs in sustainable development, 
is yet promising for the best for its traders. Now we will discuss 
how the journey of Drone went and where it will stand in the 
future:

Phase-1
Pre initial coin offering for drones started on 20th October 
2022. It was available at an initial $0.21, stored and recorded 
in Binance, one of the best and most secure blockchains.

Phase-2
On 15th December 2022, the Drone launched its 
phase-2 of pre-initial coin offering.

Phase-3
The last and the final pre-initial coin offering launched on 
5th January 2023, and a total of 810,000,000 Drone coins were 
supplied, and it’ll be limited to that quantity as supply will be 
diminutive only.
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Listing on exchanges
Launching a crypto exchange can be an exciting and lucrative 
endeavor. On 8th October 2023, a Drone coin will first be presented 
to the world on top crypto exchanges, and we are glad to say that 
the traders showing the utmost interest are ready and keen to 
invest in Drone.

Further launching
We are happy to announce that drone coin will be launching on other 
popular exchanges on 10th November 2023. As a result, traders will 
trade Drone with fiat currency and other popular crypto assets.

Yield farming and staking program
The Drone will launch its yield farming and lending program on
3rd January 2024. This program will allow investors to lend their 
crypto asset to get interest or yield. Returns are calculated in terms 
of annual percentage yields (APY). This program is another step by 
the foundation to make sure investors get satisfactory returns on 
their valuable investments.

Launching of utility services
The main aim of the Drone coin community is to make users able 
to use it in all possible ways. Broadening the idea, Drone coin will 
launch its utility services on 8th June 2024. It’ll let users use their 
coins in their daily transactions like bill payments, ticket booking, 
other payments, etc.

Ecommerce and UPI payment program
The Drone will launch its services in E-commerce to make the crypto 
world stand shoulder to shoulder with fiat currency in terms of 
liquidity and usage. Users will be able to spend or transfer coins 
through different UPI payment options. This program will be 
presented to the world on 3rd August 2024.
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5. Drone exchange

We are gleeful to announce the opening of our exchange! You 
can buy Drone coins from the Drone exchange or order them 
from other exchanges. Our main aim is to get you your Drone for 
your hard earned money asap. Currently, there are many 
markets where you can purchase Drone coins. However, some of 
them are not easy to use, and we have experienced that first 
hand. Therefore, we want to serve you with a solution that is 
safe, fast, and easy to use.

Drone Exchange has made the process foolproof and effortless. 
Our servers are set up in a professional data centre, with regular 
security checks by external companies. In addition, we use 
encryption whenever possible to ensure the security of your 
funds and personal data and prevent any unaccredited access 
to your account and personal information. So drone exchange is 
the fastest, safest, and most reliable platform for drone 
exchange.

About Drone exchange

How to place buy/sell order (Match Making)
For buying and selling Drone coins, the user needs an account in 
exchange that lets them put orders. Drone coin will be available 
on Pancake Swap exchange and Drone Exchange. With the help 
of fiat currency, one will easily buy Drone coins and will utilize 
them for various applications. The procedure of successfully 
executing orders is known as match-making. For successful 
match-making, the user should be a registered exchange user 
exchange and verify their IDs.
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How to deposit USD
Depositing USD is no longer a tough job. After successful 
registration and verification in Drone exchange, now the user 
would be able to use the crypto wallet provided by the 
exchange itself. Further, they can deposit USD using a Debit or 
Credit card, and the money will be transferred and stored in the 
wallet itself.

Problem
The main problem most users face in any exchange is the timely 
execution of orders, and generally, it is caused due to liquidity. 
The more the liquidity, the less is its matching time. Also, it 
affects the pricing for its users, and only a few exchanges 
provide promising liquidity.

Solution
Drone coin has this Margin trading feature which helps it 
maintain high liquidity. As a result, trade order on Drone coins is 
executed in the least time, letting users trade their money at the 
right opportunity.

Device Coverage
As for now, users can operate Drone Coin flawlessly on the following

Desktop - Web Browser (Google Chrome, Mozilla 
Firefox & Safari)

API Trading - Automated and recommended for API  
traders.

Mobile - Android & iOS applications will be available 
in the near future.

01.

02.

03.

Platform
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Marketing strategy
Drone coin has solid marketing strategies like virtual events and 
games held in the mobile app, various social media platforms, 
and telegram channels.

When users download and register in the Drone coin mobile 
application, they will get rewarded as per Drone Coin policies. At 
the same time, those rewards are subject to change as per 
Drone Coin’s policy.

For example: If the core team decides to give away 20 Drone 
coins for each new download of the wallet app per user, then 
every new and unique user will get 20 Drone coins.

Once the user creates their account on Drone Coin, they will get 
a link that is applicable for 24 hours only, and so the user has to 
share that link as per Drone Coin’s policy.

Drone Coin Policy is attached with the detailed marketing plan 
below. Please refer to it for more details

6. The strength of Drone coin
Drone Coin has been building an engaged, friendly, and helpful 
community, leading the Drone coin community to a new level. 
Every single contribution counts in the drone coin community. 
Whether it be reviews, recommendations, genuine feedbacks, 
etc., all are considered assets for the foundation. Foundation 
believes that every step towards drone coin’s growth should be 
appreciated, and so individuals should be rewarded for the 
same.
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Market Competition
Looking at the current scenario, we can say that crypto asset 
may become dominant towards some strong crypto assets. It 
could affect none other than investors who have invested their 
hard earned money in some other legitimate crypto assets.

To prevent this dominant competition, we need some affordable 
yet legitimate crypto assets to invest our money in and trade 
without fear of losing our money.

Foundation of Drone coin believes that it can bear this 
competition because the principles of Drone coin are not trends 
dependent, contrary to some recent crypto assets.

Drone coin aims to make their investors financially stable and 
get a good return, keeping the utmost data privacy and secure 
assets.
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Tokenomics refers to the technical description that describes all 
the unique technicalities and functionalities of a token. In other 
words, it is an abstract of all the details which helps Drone Coin 
differ from other crypto assets. Drone coin is designed with a 
primary thought that helps prolong trading volume in the 
market.

7. Drone Tokenomics

Blockchain Platform

Contract Type

Ticker Symbol

Full coin name

Initial coin price

Binance

BEP20

DRONE

Drone Coin

$0.21

Token Distribution

283.5 Million Drone Tokens (35%)

283.5 Million Drone Tokens (35%)

130 Million Drone Tokens (16%)

65 Million Drone Tokens (8%)

48 Million Drone Tokens (6%)

Founders

Token Sale

Partners

ICO

Legal
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8. Token Creation

The Drone coin is a BEP20 compliant token. “DRONE”, it’s a utility 
token and can be used globally by all individuals to exchange 
and transfer value. The coin’s value is derived from the ability to 
trade with Ether. The supply of coins is limited and capped at 810 
million.

Token sales

Funds expenditure

The following sales steps have been planned till now:

Hard-capped Pre-sale volume 1: Not defined
Coin Price: $0.21

Hard-capped ICO volume
Not defined yet.

Price
It will be decided later

Funds Allocation
20% in Crypto and Forex Trading.
20% in liquid Secure Assets like Gold.
20% in Real Estate.
20% in AI/ET/IOT Product Development.
20% in Admin management and company expenses.

Creating and managing front-end and back-end
development teams.
Planning, drafting and launching other services
Developing and launching supporting tools.



Real estate03

02 Liquid secure assests like gold

04 AI/ET/IOT Product Development

05 Admin management and 
company expenses

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

01 Crypto and forex trading
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9. Payments handling 

Transfers on the Drone network are made through smart 
contracts. The functionality of these smart contracts allows 
users to request transfers and for another user to fulfill the 
request. The transactions will be stored in the ledgers of both 
parties, record the balance for each account and record all 
transfers from the contract state. This allows users to control
their assets and, in particular, have a log of transactions from 
which they can prove senders and receivers of tokens. For 
example, suppose person A promises some services to person B 
in exchange for Drone coins; then, after the completion of that 
particular service, person A could request the decided amount 
of Drone coins from B, and person B can send that amount from 
their wallet to A’s wallet. All of these transactions and updated 
balances would get stored in the ledgers of both persons, and 
this is how payments are handled. 
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10. Smart Contract

Basically, a smart contract is a computer-generated program 
that enables users to deal, execute, and pay digitally yet 
securely according to the terms and conditions of the contract 
or agreement. Most importantly, it is not biased towards one 
party and maintains equality between two parties.

The transformation from a physical to a digital environment has 
enabled us to create secure digital systems that store money 
and other values. As a result, we are able to make secure digital 
transactions without involving any third party or even an 
intermediary. Smart contracts are more secure than 
conventional contracts because they use encryption and 
mathematical techniques to verify their enforcement. Smart 
contracts can also be programmed to complete an entire 
transaction automatically, including payments. With the help of 
smart contracts, blockchains can facilitate multi-party 
agreements among untrusting parties worldwide.

Drone coin is supported by Standard Binance Token Contract 
BEP20

0 x D 3 D b 8 5 9 6 5 3 C a E 7 3 a 1 e 6 2 A 5 7 1 2 0 F 2 3 2 c D 9 7 0 0 5 6 e

For more details of Standard Binance Token Contract, you can 
check out

https://bscscan.com/

https://bscscan.com/token/0xD3Db859653CaE73a1e6B2A57120F232cD970056e
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Before trading or investing in the crypto market, the user needs 
to study the process first, like how the crypto market works, 
where and when to invest, funds management, and how it gets 
influenced by external and internal factors. Without knowledge 
of such aspects, trading or investing could worsen things.

As we know that every business has its reward & risk factors . 
High the reward, the higher is its risk, and vice versa. So it is upon 
the user how risky they want to get with their money and how to 
manage the loss because profit and loss are only the two 
consequences in any market.

Crypto assets are not subject to any form of regulation by the 
Government or any other regulatory authority in India. Hence, 
there is no assurance about the long-term value of such crypto 
assets and the same may even turn out to be a bubble. Further, 
you need to be well aware that the value or price of crypto 
assets can alter rapidly, fall, and possibly even drop to zero 
while thinking about whether to hold or trade crypto asset.

So drone coin suggests not only to make people trade in crypto 
asset but also to take calculative risks before trading.

11. Risk Factor
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Privacy is the most important feature of blockchain technology. 
Technology is all about transparency, but it cannot reveal 
anyone’s identity. With the rise of crypto asset, it becomes even 
more critical to ensure that users’ personal information remains 
private. Crypto assets and blockchain technology are sometimes 
considered synonymous, but that’s not technically correct. 
Blockchains are just one distributed ledger system for recording 
transactions and other data.

12. Privacy and Security

Drone coin operates on the Binance smart chain token BEP-20, 
which is according to Binance Smart Chain Token standard that 
makes sure that every identity, transaction, and payment log 
remains secure and anonymous.
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13. Drone coin policy

Users trying to register must be of age 18 or above, and younger 
users than the given age would be considered minor and 
prevented from opening an account.

For age verification, the company will also ask for KYC to prove 
the age and incomplete or no KYC may lead to suspension or 
disapproval of their respective accounts.

The company holds all right to change or infringe any rule or 
announcement made earlier.

Price change depends entirely on factors like trading volume, 
current market positions, daily affairs, etc. So the company is 
not responsible for the profit or loss of any individual.

All rewards, airdrops, and giveaways are under Drone coin’s 
core dream and may change depending on the number of users 
or downloads. The company does not hold any guarantee to 
pay out rewards except the eligible ones.
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The best thing about Drone Coin is that it is not just a product of 
another company that will disappear with time, but it is backed 
by a team of professionals that are always ready to help their 
clients. The expert professionals at Drone Coin consist of highly 
skilled individuals who have years of experience in their 
respective fields.

All of these benefits are only achievable if the community stays 
strong and united behind the success of Drone Coin. Naturally, 
there’s no reason why you should not be part of this.

For more details, check our website and get in touch with us on 
any social media website.

14. Other details

Social Media Website

https://www.facebook.com/dronecoin1

 https://twitter.com/drone_coin1https://www.linkedin.com/company/dronecoin1

https://www.instagram.com/dronecoin1/ https://telegram.me/drone_coin  https://www.reddit.com/user/dronecoin
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www.dronecoins.com

DRONE
One Coin, Limitless Power


